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Operator: Good day, and welcome to the MTS First Quarter 2020 Earnings Conf erence Call. Today's
conf erence is being recorded.

At this time, I would like to turn the conference over to Mr. Brian Ross, MTS Executive Vice
President and Chief Financial Officer. Please go ahead, sir.

Brian Ross: Thank you, (Shelby). Good morning and welcome to MTS Systems' Fiscal 2020 First Quarter
Investor Teleconference. Joining me on the call today is Jeff Graves our President and Chief
Executive Officer.

I want to remind you that we will make forward-looking statements today as defined by the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Future results may differ materially from these statements
depending upon risks, some of which are beyond management' s control. A list of such risks can
be f ound in our latest SEC forms, 10Q and 10K. We disclaim any obligation to revise the forwardlooking statements made today based on future events.

This presentation will also include ref erence to non-GAAP f inancial measures. These measures
are used by management to evaluate the operating performance of the company over time. They
should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for GAAP measures. A reconciliation of our
non-GAAP measures to the nearest GAAP measure can be found in our earnings release.

I will now turn the call over to Jeff.
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Dr. Jef frey Graves: Thank you, Brian and good morning, everyone. We appreciate you joining us on our
call this morning. I thought I'd change the format slightly for this call this quarter in light of recent
events in the world ranging from the optimism that a company's signing a new trade deal to the fear
associated with the outbreak of a new virus. In this context, I'll share our view of the road ahead
f or MTS and then I'll ask Brian to review the quarter and our outlook for the full year.

As longer-term investors in the company understand, our test markets can be very dynamic as our
customers adjust the timing, size or short term priorities of their investments and research and
product development. These changes can be driven by market priorities such as the launch of
autonomous vehicles, by changes in manufacturing technology or the introduction of new materials
such as carbon fiber composites or even economic or environmental factors.

Their adjustments are magnified at MTS as the movement addition or cancelation of large orders
reverberates particularly f orcefully for a long lead, highly engineered custom products. In the last
two f iscal years, we've seen order levels fluctuate quite significantly f rom the f irst half of the year
to the second which is why we as a management team stick to providing annual guidance in attempt
to supplement with color on the short term market environment that can help investors better
anticipate trends on a quarterly basis.

Considering our f irst quarter results, this ef fect was on f ull display as we met our internal
perf ormance expectations while being short of consensus estimates f or the quarter. As you will
hear f rom Brian shortly, we're holding our f ull-year guidance f or f iscal '20 which we expect to be
driven by a much stronger revenue perf ormance in the second half than the f irst half , driven by
order trends and in backlog.

Looking ahead over the next several years, this short term volatility will be progressively dampened
through the growth of our sensors business which is expanding organically at roughly twice the rate
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of our test and simulation business as well as the increased scale and market diversity of our test
and simulation business.

Along with decreased volatility, these mixed changes will lead to more exciting topline growth,
prof itability, and free cash flow performance in the years ahead.

With those comments as a backdrop, let me next take this a step further in detail and describe the
current underlying drivers f or each business unit. Starting with our test and simulation business,
our sales process in this case is often very long. Sometimes spanning several years and is driven
by capital spending plans in our customer's laboratories. Given our current insights, we anticipate
that order rates f or our grand vehicle sector have now largely stabilized after an extended period
of contraction over the last two years. This stabilization reflects the fundamental need for durability
and perf ormance testing, attributes that have been de-emphasized by our customers in recent
times, largely due to the redirection of short term spending into safety testing f or autonomous
vehicles.

In other words, development of crash avoidance technology has taken precedence over durability
and vehicle performance. At some point, vehicle durability and performance, areas in which MTS
has been a leader f or many years, will be reprioritized due to their ultimate criticality. But we're not
f orecasting this increase yet, instead, we're simply saying the decline has largely stopped and
spending has stabilized.

Moving to the other market sectors for our test and simulation business, what we anticipate is
continued strength in our material sector and test services moving f orward. Materials testing is
largely being driven by the expanded use of lightweight structural materials such as carbon fiber
composites as well as the increased use of additive manufacturing for component fabrication. We
expect this trend to continue well into the future.
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Test services growth is simply a f actor of our increased f ocus on maintaining an upgrading our
install base of equipment which now exceeds $6 billion worldwide. While these trend s are all
positive, the most exciting portion of our test and simulation business is now our structure sector
which comprises several distinct markets.

The f irst of these is inf rastructure testing which is

basically high force systems that simulate extreme environmental events such as earthquakes and
tsunamis.

MTS was a pioneer in this f ield and has maintained our leadership f or decades. These systems
allow our customers to develop safer buildings and bridges that are now increasingly needed in
high population regions, particularly in the emerging market where population densities and GDP
growth rates are the highest.

We're seeing increased investment in laboratories that support infrastructure development and
we're very well-positioned to support this trend from both a technology and service perspective.

Our structure sector also includes aerospace systems which historically mean the testing of
airf rames and f light engines and now through the acquisition of (E2M) in early f iscal 2019,
increasingly focuses upon flight simulation for pilot training and the entertainment industry.

And f inally we include the energy market in our structure sector which spans from exploration to
generation to transmission markets. Energy, in particularly renewable energy generation has
become a strong f ocus f or us and is central to our recent acquisition of the entities of the Danish
engineering firm R&D which I'll speak to in a few moments.

So having described the underlying market trends, what does this mean in terms of order rates for
our test and simulation business? While the timing of individual orders can shift between quarters,
we anticipate very strong orders growth beginning in the second quarter and continuing to
accelerate throughout the second half of the year. This growth will be led by exciting trends in our
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structure sector which we anticipate becoming the largest of our end markets by yearend for the
f irst time in our company's history followed by our materials sector and test services.

Our ground vehicle test sector, which as a reminder includes automotive, truck, bus, and rail
applications are anticipated to be roughly 25% of the test and simulation business down from
roughly half of the business a year - a f ew years ago. This diversification of end markets has been
a priority f or us over the last two years. And we're now seeing the fruits of these efforts. In short,
by the end of f iscal 2020, we will achieve a new balance in the test simulation business that will
help ensure a smoother, faster-growing, more profitable performance in the years ahead.

To give you an idea of the magnitude of these trends, the strongest order perf ormance f or our
testing and simulation business in our history was in 2015 with orders of $519 million. This year,
we should exceed this level either by small or a wide margin depending upon macroeconomic risks
which I'll describe shortly. We expect this to translate to year-over-year organic growth in orders
of greater than 9%. Importantly, this does not include our most recent acquisition of R&D which
will contribute meaningful growth beyond this level. I'll comment more on R&D as well as risk
f actors in a few moments.

Now let us turn to outlook for our sensor business which started the year on a strong note of near
double-digit topline performance. As you know, our three largest sectors for this business are the
test sector which includes laboratories that test new products as well as our Department of Defense
contracts, our industrial sector which is primarily targeted toward machine automation and our
position sector which comprises both industrial automation and the heavy equipment application
such as earthmovers, construction and farming equipment.

In short, the test sector and sensors is very strong. The industrial sector is stable to positive and
the position sector soft. With the macroeconomic factors improving, we expect demand trends in
each of these markets to be stable to positive from current levels. In addition, the ramp-up of our
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newly acquired Endevco product lines which primarily support the test sector will add to this
momentum increasingly throughout the year. We believe these trends will translate to double-digit
order growth for our sensor business for the full year, building substantially upon the record orders
booked in fiscal 2019.

So to summarize, our outlook for the f ull year in terms of order rates is very positive. For the full
company, we anticipate topping the billion-dollar mark in orders f or the first time ever which alone
would translate to over 20% growth f rom the prior year record that was set in 2018. Given the
timing variation and conversation of orders into revenue driven by mixed details, we'll update
revenue projections as the orders are booked into backlog each quarter. And that will ref lect the
timing and any changes we make to our forward annual guidance.

So what could inf luence this very positive outlook f or orders this year? On the positive side, we
believe risk stemming f rom trade tensions have reduced since the signing of the Phase 1 trade
deal with China and the USMCA in recent weeks. This has lowered the tension level with our long
term customers in China particularly those that our government owns such as university
laboratories enabling continued positive planning for the future.

In addition, we believe the initiatives to stimulate economic growth in China and Europe are
beginning to gain some traction with increased spending on new products, new services and
ef f iciency initiatives. This is all positive for MTS.

We do, however, see the potential for downside risk because the unknown economic impact of the
coronavirus which has now spread to many population centers in China and to a growing number
of countries around the world. Our primary concern is f irst and f oremost on the health and wellbeing of our employees particularly those located in China. We have and will continue to take
whatever steps are necessary to assist them in this time of uncertainty and to comply with guidance
issued by the governments and health experts around the world.
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As we now see the holiday shutdown being extended in China and the increasing barriers to normal
commercial activities, we anticipate some degree of new headwinds from these measures. We're
hopeful that the duration and impact will be small. We'll provide updates as needed going forward
until the situation is resolved.

On a f inal note before I turn the call over to Brian, we're very pleased to announce the execution of
the agreement to acquire certain entities of the Danish engineering firm R&D which provides MTS
with another strategic technology portfolio and expands our access to important markets f or our
test and simulation business. With the execution of this agreement on January 24th of 2020 which
is near the beginning of our second quarter, no financial results for R&D were included in the f irst
quarter results.

Our M&A activity has served us very well over the last two years in f inding high-quality testing
measurement companies that have an outstanding f it with our overall strategy to expand our
technology reach and to gain a strong f oothold into new adjacent markets that have signif icant
barriers to entry. The combination of these strategic factors provide for accelerated, sustainable
and profitable growth.

In addition with the R&D acquisition, we expect to have minimal execution and integration risks
similar to what we have experienced with previous acquisitions. As a brief reminder, let me give
you some additional insight into the R&D company. The core strength and value of R&D is that the
company comprises exception engineers who are experts in the design, development and
manuf acturing of precision high force test machines that can simulate in a laboratory even the most
extreme operating environments for rotating systems.

The manuf acturers of wind turbines, R&D's test systems can simulate the extreme wind, land and
sea f orces that are encountered over the 20-year design life of a modern wind turbine in operation.
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Their systems are so accurate and powerful that they can compress these life tests into months or
even weeks in a laboratory allowing dramatic reductions in the time it takes for the introduction of
new turbine designs. The result is that new and even larger more ef f icient wind turbines can be
conf idently introduced into the electric utilities worldwide, accelerating the adoption of these modern
clean renewable sources of energy.

Having had great success with wind turbines test systems R&D next expanded their f ocus more
recently into aerospace where they quickly become a recognized leader in the testing of aero
engine systems. This puts them on a critical path to the introduction of new aircraf t propulsion
systems that are more f uel efficient, reliable and cost effective for airlines around the world. With
MTS's rich history in the testing of high performance materials and static structures in both wind
and aerospace, the addition of R&D's technologies to the MTS portfolio will greatly enhance the
value we can bring to these markets worldwide.

R&D's operating entities bring with them a strong backlog of projects in excess of $35 million which
with contract duration stretching into 2021. Like MTS, they also have an exciting pipeline of new
wind and aero opportunities that will help ensure exciting growth and profitability for years to come.
Over the last f ew weeks we have already begun integrating R&D into our test and simulation
business with a particular f ocus on identifying new opportunities in the energy and aerospace
markets.

As I described previously with our exciting organic growth projections and the addition of R&D for
the second quarter onward, we expect our structure sector to surpass our ground vehicle sector to
become the largest sector in the test and simulation business from this year forward.

From a f inancial standpoint, the purchase price of R&D was structured as a combination of an initial
upf ront cash payment of approximately $57 million with expected payments of up to an additional
$26 million being earned over the next 18 months. R&D currently delivers $50 to $60 million in
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annualized revenue and has strong operating margins which generate excellent f ree cash
perf ormance as new investments in working capital and capital expenditures are minimal.

We anticipate the acquired R&D entities will contribute over $40 million in incremental revenue in
f iscal '20. It will be neutral to earnings excluding transaction costs most of which occurred in our
f irst f iscal quarter. However, we expect R&D will immediately be accretive to test and simulation
operating margins.

Now I'll turn the call over to Brian to discuss our first quarter results and our outlook for the full year.
Brian?

Brian Ross: Thank you, Jeff. I will start with our f irst quarter results with comparisons on a year-over-year
quarterly comparison unless otherwise described. Our f irst quarter consolidated revenue was
$205.8 million providing growth of just over 1%. Our sensors business grew revenue at near
double-digit in the first quarter and provided the 10th consecutive quarter with quarter-over-quarter
growth delivering $85.5 million or 9.7% growth compared to the same quarter last year.

Given the timing of the Endevco acquisition very late in our fiscal year 2019, and rapid integration
of the Endevco product line into MTS sensors production facilities, the growth and sensors for the
f irst quarter was predominantly organic driven by a ramp -up of our DOD business and continuing
strength in the sensors test sector. As we had expected at the beginning of f iscal 2020, test and
simulation revenue declined 3.8% in the f irst quarter to $120.7 million mainly attributable to a slower
orders' profile in the last half of fiscal 2019 predominantly led by a decline in the automotive portion
of our ground vehicles sector and continued weakness in the European markets served.

It is not unusual for the orders level in test and simulation to fluctuate between the first and second
half of the fiscal year which ultimately impacts revenue levels 6 to 12 months later. This pattern is
indicative of a large project that we occasionally take into backlog and the volatility of the automotive
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market. From a growth perspective, we continue to gain momentum on great opportunities in our
structures and materials markets as Jeff just discussed.

While we experienced a slower consolidated sales performance in the first quarter of the year, our
f ull-year 2020 expectations remain intact as we expect to have continued orders and revenue
growth each quarter as we progress throughout the fiscal year with a very strong second half of the
year. We are on track to see our Endevco and R&D acquisitions add $65 to $75 million of revenue
in f iscal 2020. Our Department of Defense business continues to grow, and we will benef it from
investments that we have made to broaden and strengthen our technology offerings and support
our broad geographic presence.

Moving next to gross margins, gross margin rate was 37.2%, a decline from the comparable rate
of 38.5% in the prior year mainly attributable to product mixed changes and in our test and
simulation business and an expected decrease in our sensors gross margins. The decline in
sensors was due to mix shift, production inefficiencies described in the second half of 2019 that
are improving, and the startup of Endevco production recently transferred into our sensors
production facility.

As we exited the f ourth quarter of f iscal year 2019 with historically low margins, we expected our
overall gross margin rate to show marked improvement in the f irst quarter. We delivered on that
improvement in the f irst quarter yielding an additional 230 basis points in gross margin f rom the
f ourth quarter of f iscal year 2019. This improvement was headlined by our test and simulation
business going from 27.1% gross margin in the f ourth quarter of f iscal year 2019 to 30.6% in the
f irst quarter of fiscal year 2020 as we experienced better revenue mix from our improved backlog
position and less revenue from the larger, lower margin jobs produced in the fourth quarter.
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Gross margins included $540,000 of inventory f air value step-up charges in the f irst quarter relating
to the Endevco acquisition compared to $445,000 of inventory fair value step-up charges in the f irst
quarter of last year relating to (E2M) acquisition.

Operating expenses of $61.5 million increased by $1.1 million from the prior year quarter primarily
driven by the inclusion of operating expenses f rom the acquisitions of (E2M) and Endevco. But
were of fset by cost containment programs and increased capitalization of investment in research
and development projects f ocused on developing new technology that will enable test and
simulation to continue as a leader in our respective markets.

We continue to manage our operating cost structure to increase bottom line perf ormance and
selectively use some of these savings to make prudent investments that are required f or f uture
growth and stability of the company. During the f irst quarter, we incurred $1.7 million of acquisitionrelated expenses related to the Endevco and R&D acquisitions compared to $761,000 of
acquisition-related expenses in the first quarter of last year relating to the (E2M) acquisition.

Net interest expense of $8.3 million increased by $1.5 million compared to the prior year quarter
primarily due to the increase in debt utilized to acquire (E2M) in November of 2018 and Endevco
in August of 2019. Interest expense for the first quarter was slightly below our guidance range on
a quarterly basis; however, with the acquisition of R&D closing on January 24, 2020, we continue
to expect interest expense to be within the range previously announced of approximately $8.7
million to $9.3 million per quarter f or the remaining fiscal 2020 quarters.

The ef f ective tax rate of 17.8% for the first quarter was in line with our expectations and guidance
range f or the f ull fiscal year with no discrete benefits being recognized during the quarter. After a
f ew years of unusually low tax expense due to tax reform and discrete tax benefits, it is important
to note the f ollowing tax rates in calculating earnings per share comparisons as we experience a
consolidated tax benefit of 9% in fiscal 2017 and a benefit of 38.7% in fiscal 2018.
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Furthermore, we had consolidated tax expense of 11.4% in f iscal 2019. We are now expecting a
more normalized rate of 15 to 19% for full year fiscal 2020.

First quarter adjusted EBITDA of $29.6 million was essentially f lat versus the prior year quarter.
This metric includes adjustments for $2.2 million of stock-based compensation expense which we
do not exclude from our adjusted EPS, $1.7 million of acquisition-related expenses and $540,000
of acquisition inventory f air value adjustment. Adjusted EBITDA was 14.4% as a percent of
revenue f or the first quarter compared to 14.8% last year same quarter.

We ended the quarter with $64.1 million in cash, a slight increase from the end of fiscal year 2019.
We used $5.7 million of operating cash in the first quarter which was an anomaly for us with higher
acquisition-related costs, the temporary inef ficiencies f or moving one of the Endevco production
f acilities into our existing sensor's f acility, the investment in working capital for inventory stocking
and lower advanced payments received from customers.

During the first quarter, we had capital investments of $10.6 million to meet the growing demand in
our sensors business and to address the long -term needs of our f acilities, ultimately generating
negative f ree cash f low of $16.3 million in the quarter. Moving f orward, we expect a marked
improvement in free cash flow coming from a return to more optimal working capital profile, higher
revenue and improved bottom line performance.

We ended the quarter with total debt of $540 million, a slight inc rease f rom the end of f iscal year
2019 f or positioning of the R&D acquisition and general operating needs. Our outlook for
generating cash and managing debt is driven by expectations that each of the recent additions to
the MTS portfolio will generate strong incremental f ree cash f low to pay down the existing debt
balance.
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We ended the f irst quarter with a gross debt leverage ratio of 4.08 times and a net debt leverage
ratio near 3.6 times. With the completion of the R&D acquisition, the leverage will increase slightly;
however, we have conf idence that our f inancial profile of both our existing and combined
businesses will decrease gross leverage to below four times by the end of fiscal 2020.

Now I would like to provide a quick update on the Endevco acquisition. The integration is on an
aggressive timeline and we have already completed the move of one manufacturing facility into our
sensors production f acility within a span of only f our months. Our integration team has done an
outstanding job overcoming the inherent challenges present in a move of this magnitude over a
short time span.

The second and final production facility migration is scheduled to be completed by the end of fiscal
2020 and I have f ull confidence that we will integrate the business successfully and build on the
strategic opportunities we envision with this acquisition. Due to this rapid production migration, first
quarter results were slightly muted f or Endevco compared to our anticipated results; however, we
continue to expect the business to deliver approximately $30 million of revenue in fiscal year 2020
as previously stated.

Customer reception to this combination remains extremely positive. The markets served by this
product line continue to be solid and our execution to our plan is progressing as expected.

That concludes my comments on the f irst quarter results. Next I would like to add a f ew remarks
upon our f ull year guidance. We are reiterating our f ull year guidance f or the f iscal year as we
continue to manage and expect fluctuations in performance by our businesses on a quarterly basis.
The results f or the f irst quarter were anticipated and included in our f ull year guidance projections
af ter the end of fiscal year 2019.
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For ref erence, the range for full year revenue is $955 million to $995 million. The range f or GAAP
diluted earnings per share is $2.05 to $2.35. The adjusted earnings per share range of $2.20 to
$2.55 which includes adjustments f or acquisition-related expenses and the range f or adjusted
EBITDA is $138 million to $158 million.

It is important to note that our adjusted earnings per share does not adjust out amortization expense
f or acquired and tangible assets related to our multiple M&A transactions nor does it adjust for
stock-based compensation costs. The amortization of purchased and tangible assets decreased
our earnings per share by 20 cents per share f or the first quarter and is expected to impact earnings
per share in the range of 80 cents to $1 per share for the full year.

The quarterly increase in amortization expense going forward will be attributable to the acquisition
of R&D, any changes made in the purchase price allocation of Endevco and minor roll off of
amortization expense from our M&A activity.

In summary, we are continuing to execute on a growth and diversification strategy making prudent
investments across MTS to deliver sustained, long term revenue and profitability growth. Along with
the ef f iciency and productivity improvements that create shareholder value long term. We believe
that over time, this consistent f ocus will prove successful in building upon our legacy as a
technology and customer-focused test and measurement company. And one that is more
diversified and resilient to changes in the external environment and is better positioned to sustain
a higher level of financial performance.

Finally, I would like to welcome the entire team from our newly acquired R&D company to the MTS
f amily. We envision a great f uture together in combination with our legacy MTS team and other
newly acquired businesses in (E2M) and Endevco. And we are excited for a great future ahead of
us delivering excellent customer-focused technology.
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I will now turn the call back over to Jeff.

Dr. Jeffrey Graves: Thanks, Brian. So as Brian just mentioned, we expect fiscal 2020 to be a benchmark
year f or us and one in which we see the development of a very strong backlog, exciting sustainable
growth prospects and expanding margins. By yearend, we're confident that the transformation of
MTS into a larger, more robust test and measurement company comprising two strong and
complementary business units that have global scale and outstanding customer-base and world
class technology all delivered with a passion f or total customer satisfaction will become f ully
appreciated by all of our stakeholders.

With a slow start to the f iscal year now behind us, we will increasingly see progression in our metrics
that we laid out f or you in our f ull year guidance. Let me conclude with what we believe are the
keys to our success.

MTS is a complex business that employs some of the smartest, most insightful engineers in the
industry. Our story is a simple one to understand at a high level and it remains consistent. f irst,
we need to keep executing on sensors. It's a great business with a strong leadership team that we
believe will generate significant value for our customers, employees, and shareholders alike.

Second, we need to take full advantage of the strength in our non-vehicle related test and simulation
equipment and service opportunities to drive growth and margin expansion. This strategy has been
consistent and is showing positive results.

Third, we need to continue with the same disciplined integration methodology that we've employed
in the past, with our more recent acquisitions. We have the experience and f ocus needed to ensure
success. Executing well in these three ways will help ensure that we achieve strong f inancial
perf ormance in the year ahead delivering solid growth with expansion of our margins and free cash
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f low performance, successfully creating value f or our customers, employees and shareholders
alike.

With that, Brian and I are happy to take questions and (Shelby) you can open up the line.

Operator: Thank you. If you would like to ask a question, please signal by pressing Star 1 on your telephone
keypad. If you are using a speakerphone, please make sure your mute f unction is turned off to
allow your signal to reach our equipment. Again, press Star 1 to ask a question. We'll pause for
just a f ew moments to allow everyone an opportunity to signal for questions.

We'll take our first question from (John Frinsrev) with (Sidobe).

(John Frinsrev): Good morning Jeff and Brian. How you doing?

Dr. Jeffery Graves: Good morning, (John).

Brian Ross: Hi, (John).

(John Frinsrev): I guess I want to start with the order trends, surprisingly weak now for three quarters. Jeff,
your signaling nearly a hockey stick kind of recovery this year. I just want you to maybe talk us
through why you're confident of that kind of recovery especially considering the weakness you've
been seeing in Europe and I suspect a continued weakness you're going to see at least in bookings
coming out of China given the coronavirus. What gives you that confidence that we're going to see
a sharp recovery in order trends?

Dr. Jeffery Graves: Yes, (John) it just gets - well I tell you two things. Number 1, as you know, things can
vary quarter to quarter. We've seen a f ew like orders now in terms of actual order placements but
continuing growth in our opportunity pipeline. And at some point, that just has to be relieved. At
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some point, you know, just the f undamentals, these - the launch of new products in the world
continues. The spending on those new pro ducts continues. And at some point, you know, the
pipeline builds up to a point where customers just need to place orders or they're not going to
launch new products on time. So there's that underlying fundamental.

Beyond that, we are just deeply embedded with our customers and we see the timing on these
orders. Now they're capital investments especially in our test simulation business. So management
can always make a decision in one quarter or another to postpone an order. They're rarely
canceled. They're rarely taken out of their planning. What usually happens is they're pushed off.
We've seen that f or a f ew quarters now. And our day-to-day feedback f rom customers is they're
running out of time. They've got to get orders placed and they've got to get moving.

So as I said, you know, I try to be very clear in the commentary. We expect that to start happening
in the second quarter and continue to accelerate in the second half . Now your point about the
coronavirus is a good one. We're tracking it very closely. We do have a wonderful customer-base
in China which, you know, expect - we expect to be out on holiday. Now they've extended the
holiday.

So will that delay ordering? Will it delay, you know, normal commercial activity? You know,
undoubtedly it's a headwind, (John). What I don't know is how rapidly this risk may decline and
how rapidly they'll move back to normal operation. I can tell you I don't expect that demand to go
away and, you know, if this runs its course and goes down I expect to have minimal impact. But it's
all in the f uture. We just have to see how it plays out.

I can tell you we're monitoring it daily. We have extensive sales and services guys in China. We
get great f eedback f rom the ground on what's happening, and I can just tell you I f eel very good
about the overall order trajectory for the year. That is certainly an unknown headwind to us going
f orward.
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(John Frinsrev): Well just making sticking with the geographic mix here, is the opportunity pipeline, is the
best growth you're seeing here in North America? Does that give you some sort of confidence?
And…

Dr. Jeffery Graves: Yes.

(John Frinsrev): Go ahead.

Dr. Jeffery Graves: Well now, I cut you off, (John). Go ahead and finish your question.

(John Frinsrev: And I was just saying, just on the coronavirus, I mean we've seen the past numerous times
we've had deferral jobs, you know, for numerous reasons. This one almost seems like a legitimate
reason that the second quarter might be, you know, weaker than expected just on that basis alone.
Should we be factoring that in? Are you thinking about that? What are your thoughts about that in
general? Both those questions.

Dr. Jeffery Graves: Yes, certainly the - f rom an ordering standpoint, you could see orders push out. Now
those orders would not have turned into revenue in the second quarter largely anyway. So I wouldn't
have expected a lot of that to impact the revenue and flow down performance there. But in terms
of order rates, you can certainly see a push out there. Before that - bef ore the virus emerged, I
would have been even more bullish about the second quarter and orders. Now I just think it's an
unknown headwind.

Back to the first part of your question, in terms of geography, yes, certainly the demand in China is
terrif ic. We love seeing that. But I would tell you worldwide, I mean, we've - they've been, you
know, trying. I think kind of quietly to increase liquidity and the investment environment in Europe.
We're starting to see the flow through of that now and increasing opportunities in our pipeline. And
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that's broad-based, and I would expect, you know, energy and renewable energies to be a big
f actor there. I think that's really going with gusto now and you're going to see a lot more of that in
our structures area.

And I think at some point, you know, automotive at least has stabilized. And, you know, we're
encouraged to see that. And I think it'll hang in there for the rest of the year. So Europe's coming
back a little bit. I don't want to oversell that, but it's doing a little bit better. And North America
remains, you know, a very good environment f or us across the board. I think North America our
install base is big, so we have a big services opportunity. And, you know, companies are relatively
cash-rich right now and able to make the investments.

Now will they depends on their outlook for their new products and things. And that can change, but
right now all signs are green in terms of basically worldwide demand. Even places (John) like India,
we're very pleased with, you know, the prospects in India. Now it's a small part of our business
today, but you'll see us increasingly talk about that. The population density is very high, and they
need inf rastructure. They need to build out their infrastructure, you know, and they want to make it
saf e.

So you'll see, you know, our equipment that goes into building a bridge design. You'll see renewable
energies, all of that stuff growing there too. So it's - what gives me encouragement is it's broadbased strengthening, you know, some areas more than others, but broad -based stabilization is
strengthening. And the emerging markets strong demand growing which we're bullish about.

The risk f actor we see on the horizon here is the coronavirus obviously. And we just have to see
how that plays out.

(John Frinsrev): Okay, fair enough. And then just switching over, Brian, you touched on in your prepared
remarks kind of a rarity of the free cash outflow for MTS in the quarter. You suggested that part of
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it was moving of facilities, of Endevco. Could you talk a little bit about what the Capex is suspected
to be f or the f ull year this? You mentioned debt repayments. You're going to get down to under
f our times by the end of this fiscal year. Maybe a little bit more on your debt repayment thoughts
going beyond f iscal 2020 to 2021. A little bit of color behind cash f low, debt repayment, Capex
would be helpful. Thank you, and I'll get back into queue.

Brian Ross: Yes, sure. So this, you know, last year was a higher Capex year f or us then what we had
projected was that it would be at an elevated level for the current year kind of around that 3 to 31/2 times, 3-1/2% of revenue f or the f ull f iscal year. As we just co mplete some investments that
we're making. So that's one item.

As f ar as debt repayments, we talked about a slower year of debt repayment on the actual leverage
ratio, a much improved, continued improvement in the EBITDA side of the world and performance
f or the full fiscal year which would help reduce leverage. And then in fiscal 2021 is when we expect
more rapid payment to our debt on the deleveraging side of it.

Operator: Again, if you would like to ask a question, please press Star 1. We'll take our next question from
(Depa Ragnivon) with Wells Fargo Securities.

Dr. Jeffery Graves: Good morning (Depa).

Operator: (Depa), your line is live. Please speak. All right, he's not speaking, so we will move onto next
question. We have again, (John Frinsrev) with (Sidobe).

(John Frinsrev): Tell you what, I'll ask a quick f ollow up and maybe (Depa) can chime in again. If not, I'll
chime in f or a third time. How's that guys? Is that okay?

Dr. Jeffery Graves: Yes, thanks (John).
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(John Frinsrev): Okay, I guess I wanted to ask a little bit about the structures business. You implied that
it's going to be bigger than the ground vehicle by the end of the year. I guess there's three buckets
to that that I want to talk about. Bucket 1, how much is that in the inclusion of R&D? Bucket 2,
how much is it ground vehicles weakening or on a year-over-year basis? I know you implied it's
stabilizing. How much of that business is being down on a year-over-year basis? And Bucket 3,
how much of that is organic growth within structures?

And just to tie the knot around it, I'm sorry guys, it's a long question. I wanted it to be easier. And
tie the knot around it. Is the structure business, the legacy structure business, a higher margin
business than the ground vehicles legacy business? Thank you.

Dr. Jef fery Graves: Well, I tell you what, I'll let Brian take that margin question at the end but let me just
comment (John) on the rationale f or being the largest. There's a couple of f actors. I think you
touched on them. Number 1, you know, certain ground vehicles and the biggest piece of that is
automotive. It's come down in the last couple of years. And it had really peaked out a f ew years
ago at half of the business. And it was driven by our success there. We were pulled in by customers
around the world as the automotive market invested a lot of money in new products.

And that investment is largely continued in total, but it's shifted more to safety-related items right
now f or autonomy. So we've seen the durability and performance test needs that we satisfy come
down. So part of it is that percentages come down and as we saw that happening, we invested
pref erentially in materials testing and then in structures testing.

And we've been in those

businesses for many years. And fortunately for us, those markets are really strong.

And what's driving them is what I mentioned; carbon fiber composites are going everywhere. And
you see additive manufacturing really taking off for materials testing. Our install base is at record
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levels. We have a bit service opportunity there f or growth. And then in structures, (John), the
emerging market is really a fabulous story. It's overshadowed a lot by all the other stuff.

But when you look at the emerging market spend, their GDP growth, and their spend on
inf rastructure, it is really profound. And so they're investing in a lot of new building and bridge
designs. We've been in that business for decades and we're absolutely the recognized leader. So
they continue to build out laboratories to design new buildings and bridges, but on top of that now
energy as a part of that structures element is really growing.

And we've always been involved in energy testing, you know, for drilling and even rock cracking for
f racking, things like that. That are very basic to the industry, but it's always been a small part of
our business. Now with renewables coming up, we anticipate wind energy being a very large
industry in the future. And the issue there, (John) is those turbines need to last 20 years.

And the evolution of the technology is really f ast. So they have to have a way to test them very
quickly. And, you know, you can't afford to build a whole, you know, acres and acres of a wind
f arm and then have all the turbines f ail in a limited amount of years. So you have to do this
accelerated testing in a lab which we've been in and around f or a while, but R&D now the R&D
acquisition gives us a chance to really grow that business and be the leader in the world in testing
wind turbines.

So and we see that moving. It started in Denmark largely. It expanded f rom there. And is now
really growing f ast in China and we expect India and the United States. So we love that growth
aspect of that business. And then what am I - oh I'm missing aircraft, of course. So we've always
been in the aircraft, airframe testing business and the components that go in the engines. What we
can test now with the R&D add-on is we can test the actual rotating structure like the rotating
hardware in the engine and the gearboxes, things that go into modern aircraft engines that really
determine the fuel efficiency and the performance of that engine.
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So now we're a holistic provider to the aircraf t industry. And then with the (E2M) acquisition, of
course, we've added on flight simulation. So I would tell you (John) you'll hear us, like I said, for the
f irst time in 53 years, the structures business is going to be the biggest one for MTS by the end of
the year. And I expect that to continue to grow. I think we've gotten the business back in proportion
now to where it's much more balanced and we've added on a services element. All of those areas
are going to grow.

Now periodically, (John) I would expect automotive to go through spending periods where it's
higher. But all-in-all we want to keep it. Brian and I have said, we want to keep that percentage
down. We'll get it down to 25% this year, but we want to keep it down by growing the overall -by
having higher growth rates in the other markets. So the dollars can climb, but we want to have
niches where we can really be successful and make money in that business.

So we've got a bit big a f ew years ago. We balanced the business out this year. And I expect that
balance to be retained going f orward. So Brian, do you want to end with a comment on margin
perf ormance?

Brian Ross: Yes sure, just real quickly, you know, I think what our expectations are is that the R&D company
will add about $40 million of revenue to our existing business. So that, you know, that adds about
5 to 10% of as we ((inaudible)) up the (specters) within the sectors within structures.

As f ar as the structural side of the world on gross margins, we generally see those about 5 to 10
points higher and execution on those projects, even better. So original budget is set. Completion
of the project within budget timeline, all of that is usually very successful for us.

(John Frinsrev): Great, so that's a mixed benefit. That's really what I was looking to hear. That's fantastic.
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Dr. Jeffery Graves: Correct.

(John Frinsrev): Okay, and you know what? I'm going to get back into queue. Let other questions be asked
and chimed in. But if not, I still have two more follow-ups. All right guys, thanks.

Dr. Jeffery Graves: Thanks, (John).

Operator: Again, to ask a question, please press Star 1. We'll take our next question from (Depa Ragnivon)
with Wells Fargo Securities.

(Depa Ragnivon): Hey, good morning.

Dr. Jeffery Graves: Good morning (Depa).

(Depa Ragnivon): Thanks for taking my question. Hey. Happy 2020, since it's the first time we're chatting
this year. But can you - this is something you've discussed extensively, but you know, I just have
something to give us a little bit more comfort. Just given your commentary, you do anticipate a lot
of pickup in the second half. There's a backlog of replenishment that you have in the second half.
It all seems to be on track. But, you know, we don't see that. It's not captured in auto or growth
trends.

So is that like a soft commitment from clients that gives you the visibility and the confidence to say
that there's a pickup coming? And where I think I struggle with that is also another thing I struggle
is your Q2 and Q3 comps start to stiffen a little bit. So how do you triangulate all off these and say
hey, we will still grow in the second half orders, backlog wise?

Dr. Jef fery Graves: Yes (Depa), so with comps just be sure and stay straight on order comps versus
revenue comps because, you know, in the test and simulation business particularly as a backlog
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driven business. So orders come in and then they f low through over time into revenue. So that
can be a little disconnected there. But in terms of order growth, I would tell you (Depa), Q1 was
clearly light and Q3 and 4 were clearly light. But with our, you know, with our customer base and
this is why we - this is why I really wanted to take time on the call to go through our orders outlook
because I don't like surprises in the f uture. And what we're seeing right now is a very strong
demand profile coming.

And yes, there are risk f actors. The coronavirus certainly throws a new risk f actor out there. But
what we see is a very strong demand profile coming which will first translate into orders growth and
that I would have told you before the virus, that would have clearly started here I believe in the
second quarter that we're in right now. With the virus, it's an unknown risk. And, you know, will it
push out in time or not? But we saw it starting in Q2 and then going strongly through the second
half of the year. That order growth replenishes backlog and some piece of it will actually translate
into revenue f or the year. And then that revenue will obviously that revenue growth will follow
through in f iscal '21.

So most of my commentary was on the orders outlook from demand and I would tell you the same
thing I said to (John) a f ew moments ago. That's from being embedded in our customer base around
the world very deeply. And so what I'm passing onto you is the feedback we get from our customers
broadly around the world and nicely as I said bef ore, it's f airly geographically evenly distributed.
You know, you see some strength coming back in Europe. You see the Americas or North America
being strong. And you see growing demand in China and the emerging markets with the caveat,
again, of the virus and the impact there.

But f undamental demand is growing. Order placement has been weak the last few quarters. Our
pipeline is much bigger than ever. And we expect those orders to break through and start being
placed. And that's the best intelligence we have today. And clearly there are always risk factors
that can change the outlook. Once those orders are placed, we will continue to give you updates
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on revenue and EBIT f low through from our operations. Right now we're hiding guidance assuming
that our initial, you know, revenue outlook and EBITDA f low through whereas modeled in the
beginning of the year within that range.

So that's - we're holding to that. We're pinning it really on our outlook for orders for the remainder
of the year which we believe is very strong organically. And then you add on the acquisition of R&D
which will be on top of that, I believe it will end up being a very good y ear from an order standpoint
and backlog.

(Depa Ragnivon): Okay, got it. Apologize if this was asked earlier by (John) ((inaudible)). But your DOD
sensors business, how's the pace of auto release been with them? I mean you should be looking
to ((inaudible)) some, you know, pretty soon. I'm just curious how the next trend of autos being
release on them is looking at this point.

Dr. Jeffery Graves: Yes, we'll let you know. We'll update you every quarter on that. You know, we landed,
as you know, f rom what we described previously, we landed the big contract. It's f unded
incrementally in discrete purchase orders from the OEM that we support, the systems it goes into.
So I can tell you the budget that was passed from Congress to f und the DOD, I'm losing track of
time now, a month ago or so, six weeks ago. Clearly, that opened the spigot f or the OEMs to
receive their f unding on contracts and largely if I look at the broad industry, those contracts have
been placed. I would expect that f low through to suppliers to continue and we're obviously a key
supplier for the platforms that we on.

So I would expect that to continue. Timing on the government is an imprecise science. I know and
I want to throw that out as a caveat. I can't guarantee when the purchase orders are going to come
through. We still have enormous confidence that contract will be funded. The technology is really
rock solid and it's going into a great platform. So we f elt really good about the contract. The exact
timing on purchase order placement from the government, really from the OEM, you know, via the
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government funding I can never be precise on. But we will update you quarter by quarter and all in
all it's going to be a great program for us.

(Depa Ragnivon): Got it. Sorry, can you - is there a way, my last question, is there a way you can advise
of your China exposure as it relates to may just specific region within China that your revenues are
driven f rom? Or, you know, is there a way to just ring f ence just the exposed area within China?
Thank you.

Dr. Jef fery Graves: Yes, sure. Let me make a general comment and then I'll hand it off to Brian to give
you some numbers (Depa). But, you know, China's been a really great market for us for 30 years.
And it's driven by the same f actors. You know, in the beginning they were, you know, it was
university work, basic research. They were trying to ramp up infrastructure testing, you know, as
they become more affluent now in the world. Their GDP has gone up. They do a lot more research
on building designs and bridge designs for their population as their cities have grown.

And now you see the emergence of an automotive industry and an aircraft industry, domestic one
f or them that every, you know, large economy wants to have. And that f lows through to supply
chain. So we've been in laboratories for 30 years very broadly; materials, you know, things that go
into structures, things that go into automotive. That is really ramped up in the last several years,
and we see great long term potential for us over there.

It is very broad-based. You know, it basically followed the development of the Chinese economy.
So we started off in the big cities, you know, Beijing, Shanghai, and down south in Guangzhou
province where that first joint ventures went in and laboratories were built. And we've spread from
there basically throughout the country. So we're very - we sell all over the country. We sell to
laboratories and OEM laboratories all over the country and universities all over that country. We
have a very broad and deep sales and service team around there, and we do most of the fulfillment
out of the states here primarily.
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So that's been our model. It's worked very well for us. Brian, do you want to - and we have about
- we have roughly 400 employees throughout China but there's not one significant geographic
region. It's mainly the big coastal cities and then spreading from there across the country. Brian,
you want to add anything?

Brian Ross: Overall, our business is about 35 or 36% in Asia and about 20 to 25% of that is specifically in
China. You can think about, you know, that is a ring fence around what revenue we sell into China.
And, you know, a complete shutdown of the economy, you know, China everything obviously would
put a ring f ence down below which I don't believe is the case.

Or, you know, this thing irons itself out and we've seen, you know, maybe a little blip in the - our
second quarter, the f irst calendar quarter here. And it irons itself out through the rest of the year.
It's somewhere in between that. I wouldn’t state that it is at the drastic level at this point based upon
the way that we monitor that.

Dr. Jeffery Graves: Yes, specific to us (Depa) we have a handful of employees actually stationed in Wuhan
and in that province there.

And clearly we've taken all the precautions the government

recommends and beyond in terms of protection of those employees. But it gives you a sense out
of 400 people, you know, we've got a handf ul that located in that region. Now unf ortunately for
China and the rest of the world, this virus came up at their holiday period where there was a lot of
travel. So we're taking extended precautions as every company, I’m sure, is in the government to
make sure that people either don't travel or travel safely, that they stay in their home if they've been
to that region and don't contribute to the risk of spreading the disease.

So all of those precautions we're taking. We get daily reports, and it looks very rational right now
to us in terms of the actions being taken. But no one knows the future, and our hope is this subsides
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like past issues have. But I think Brian put a - put, you know, the ultimate ring fence around it. And
I'm sure every company is doing the same. Did that answer your question, (Depa)?

(Depa Ragnivon): Yes, it does. One small clarification, is, Brian, is this considered - are you considering
any impact at all within your guide at this point in time? I know you have a pretty good range within
the guide, but is there any impact from this coronavirus actually in your guide?

Brian Ross: Well what I would say is that there's been a swath within that range. And before, you know,
we had tried to encompass in our original guidance what could happen in the trade discussions
and that's largely starting to iron itself out. And now it's being kind of swathed with the current virus
issue that's out there. So I think it still encompasses our existing range for the full fiscal year.

(Depa Ragnivon): Got it, all right. That's clear. Thanks so much.

Dr. Jeffery Graves: Thanks, (Depa).

Operator: We'll take our next question from (John Frinsrev) with (Sidobe).

(John Frinsrev): Hi, guys. All right, so in the interest of time, you can make this as short as you want. Two
questions, one, the services business was down both sequentially and year-over-year. Jeff, you
suggested that business is going to do well f or the balance of the year. Could you briefly discuss
why? And two, each OEM you purchased it before the 737 max issue. Anecdotally we're hearing
more simulators being put out there. Could you talk about how that business is performing relative
to your expectations from then to now? How much is it performing better than expected or not as
well as expected given the Boing issue? Both those two topics in how many words we can fit in.

Dr. Jef fery Graves: Yes, so again let me give you a couple general comments on this. Brian to add any
numbers on top of it. So in service in general (John) is a great business for us. We have over $6
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million in base now. So what we're doing, as you know, is we're calling on customers to service
that base, and we're embedding our service people wherever we can, great business.

It does have a little bit of seasonality to it. Fourth quarter is generally a little bit lighter as people,
you know, as customers watch their spend. Because a lot of that spending comes out of expense,
customers expense line whether than CAPEX. So there's always a little bit of shading at the end
of the year on that. But all-in-all I expect our service business to grow, you know, strongly going
f orward. You know, we've been delivering kind of high single-digit growth, you know, occasionally
into the doubles. I expect that kind of trajectory to continue.

(E2M) I just love the acquisition. We're using their electric technology now in a lot of our platforms.
So technology - the technology synergy is excellent. The demand profile, I believe, f or f light
simulation is excellent. And the - actually the incremental impact of any 737 max issue, we've not
really seen. but I would (John) frankly I wouldn't have expected to see it right now. It flows through
to our customers. They f actor it into their capital planning and build out. I don't expect a spike.
And the demand profile out there has been significant. So I don't know that we'll even really notice
it. But it can't be a negative. It has to be a positive for us.

So we're very encouraged about that. We love those guys. We love the business. And I wouldn't
underestimate the amusement business. I - more and more, amusement parks are gearing their
high-end attractions toward flight simulation. And I think it's a marvelous business to be in. So we'll
be growing in all those.

Brian, do you want to add any numbers on?

Brian Ross: You know, just in total I would say that service orders did grow about 5% within the first quarter
here. So that's, you know, from last year we succeeded orders and revenue above $100 million in
revenue f or the f irst time in company history. So we're just building on the program we made to
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date, and we really like the prof ile. Plus in addition with (E2M) and the R&D acquisition, they
additional service opportunity.

(John Frinsrev): Okay guys, thanks for taking all my pain in the rump questions.

Dr. Jef fery Graves: No, thank you (John) f or the interest and time. (Shelby) I know we're at 10:00. So
maybe I'll just say thank you all for participating in the call today. And the interest in the company.
We'll look forward to giving you an update again next quarter. Have a good day, guys.

Operator: This concludes today's call. Thank you for your participation. You may now disconnect.
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